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Abstract—A general method, based on susceptibility tensors,
is proposed for the synthesis of metasurfaces transforming
arbitrary incident waves into arbitrary reflected and transmitted
waves. The proposed method exhibits two advantages: 1) it is
inherently vectorial, and therefore better suited for full vectorial
(beyond paraxial) electromagnetic problems, 2) it provides closed-
form solutions, and is therefore extremely fast. Incidentally, the
method reveals that a metasurface is fundamentally capable
to transform up to four independent wave triplets (incident,
reflected and refracted waves). In addition, the paper provides
the closed-form expressions relating the synthesized susceptibil-
ities and the scattering parameters simulated within periodic
boundary conditions, which allows one to design the scattering
particles realizing the desired susceptibilities. The versatility of
the method is illustrated by examples of metasurfaces achieving
the following transformations: generalized refraction, reciprocal
and non-reciprocal polarization rotation, Bessel vortex beam
generation, and orbital angular momentum multiplexing.
Index Terms—Metasurface, metamaterial, susceptibility tensor,
boundary conditions, distributions, surface discountinuity, Gen-
eralized Sheet Transition Conditions (GSTCs).
I. INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces [1]–[3] are dimensional reductions of volume
metamaterials [4]–[6] and functional extensions of frequency
selective surfaces [7]. They are composed of two-dimensional
arrays of sub-wavelength scattering particles engineered in
such a manner that they transform incident waves into desired
reflected and transmitted waves. Compared to volume metama-
terials, metasurfaces offer the advantage of being lighter, easier
to fabricate and less lossy due to their reduced dimensionality,
while compared to frequency selective surfaces, they provide
greater flexibility and functionalities.
A myriad of metasurfaces have been reported in the liter-
ature. For instance, one may mention metasurfaces providing
tunable reflection and transmission coefficients [8], plane wave
refraction [9], single-layer perfect absorption [10], polarization
twisting [11], and vortex wave generation [12], and many more
metasurface structures and applications are expected to emerge
in coming years.
To date, only a small number of metasurface synthesis
techniques have been reported [13]–[16]. The first two, [13]
and [14], are based on impedance tensors corresponding to
the relations (7). They are similar to the case presented in
Sec. IV-C, which represents only a particular case of the
general method proposed in the paper. The third technique,
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[15], relates the waves reflected and transmitted from the meta-
surface to the polarizabilities of a single scattering element in
the case of a normally incident plane wave. In contrast, this
paper deals with wave of arbitrary incident angle and arbitrary
type. Finally, the last paper, [16], proposes a technique called
the momentum transformation method, which is a spectral
(k) method, that is particularly suitable for paraxial wave
problems. It can also handle full vectorial problems but this
involves extra complexity compared to the scalar case.
We propose here an alternative synthesis method, which
is inherently vectorial and which may therefore be easier
to implement in full vectorial electromagnetic situations.
Moreover, this method leads to closed-form solutions, and is
hence extremely fast. It describes the metasurface in terms of
surface susceptibility tensors in the space domain, where the
susceptibility tensors are related through Generalized Sheet
Transition Conditions (GSTCs) [1] to the incident, reflected
and transmitted fields around the structure.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the
synthesis problem to be solved. Section III explains why
conventional textbook boundary conditions are not adequate
to handle metasurface problems and establishes, with the help
of the Appendix, the metasurface GSTCs for bi-anisotropic
metasurfaces. Section IV is the core of paper. It presents
the proposed synthesis method, points out the fundamental
possibility for a metasurface to simultaneously handle several
independent waves and derives closed-form expressions for its
susceptibilities for the case of one and two wave transforma-
tions. The versatility of the method is illustrated in Sec. V
by various examples, where the metasurface is synthesized
so as to provide generalized refraction, reciprocal and non-
reciprocal polarization rotation, Bessel vortex beam gener-
ation, and orbital angular momentum multiplexing. Finally,
conclusions are provided in Sec. VI.
II. METASURFACE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
A metasurface is an electromagnetic two-dimensional struc-
ture with sub-wavelength thickness (δ ! λ). The metasurface
may be finite, with dimensions Lx ˆ Ly , or infinite. It is
typically composed of a non-uniform arrangement of planar
scattering particles (full or slotted patches, straight or curved
strips, various types of crosses, etc.) that transforms incident
waves into specified reflected and transmitted waves.
Figure 1 shows the synthesis problem to solve. How can one
synthesize a metasurface that transforms an arbitrary specified
incident wave, ψiprq, into an arbitrary specified reflected
wave, ψrprq, and an arbitrary specified transmitted wave,
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ψtprq, assuming monochromatic waves? Here the solution
will be expressed in terms of the transverse susceptibility
tensor functions of ρ “ xxˆ ` yyˆ, χeepρq, χmmpρq, χempρq
and χmepρq, which represent the electric/magnetic (e/m) trans-
verse polarization responses (first subscript) to transverse
electric/magnetic (e/m) field excitations (second subscript).
x
z
y
z “ 0
Ly
Lx
ψtprq
χpρq “? δ ! λ
ψiprq
ψrprq
Fig. 1: Metasurface synthesis (inverse) problem to solve. A
metasurface, generally defined as an electromagnetic two-
dimensional non-uniform structure of extent LxˆLy with sub-
wavelength thickness (δ ! λ), is placed at z “ 0. Determine
the surface susceptibility tensors χpρq of the metasurface
transforming an arbitrary specified incident wave ψiprq into
an arbitrary specified reflected wave ψrprq and an arbitrary
specified transmitted wave ψtprq.
The synthesis procedure will always yield χeepρq, χmmpρq,
χempρq and χmepρq results, but will not guarantee that these
results can be practically implemented using planar scattering
particles. For instance, if the susceptibilites exhibit multiple
spatial variations per wavelength, it may be difficult or impos-
sible to realize. In such cases, one has to determine whether
some features may be neglected or one may have to relax the
design constraints (e.g. allow higher reflection or increase the
metasurface dimensions).
The complete synthesis of a metasurface typically consists
in two steps: 1) determination of the mathematical transfer
function of the metasurface producing the specified fields,
which is generally a continuous function of the transverse
dimensions of the metasurface; 2) discretization of the transfer
function obtained in 1) according to a two-dimensional lattice
and determination of the scattering particles realizing the
corresponding transfer function at each lattice site. Step 2)
involves a full-wave parametric analysis of judiciously selected
scattering particles, from which magnitude and phase maps
are established to find the appropriate particle geometries for
building the metasurface using the periodic boundary condition
approximation [12]. Since this second step involves scattering
parameters, the paper also provides transformation formulas
between susceptibilities and scattering parameters to enable
the complete synthesis of the metasurface.
III. METASURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN TERMS OF
SURFACE SUSCEPTIBILITY TENSORS
A metasurface may be considered as an electromagnetic
discontinuity in space. Conventional textbook electromagnetic
boundary conditions do not apply to such a discontinuity.
As was pointed out by Schelkunoff [17], the mathematical
formulation of the conventional boundary conditions is not
rigorous in the case of field discontinuities caused by sources,
such as surface charges and currents, although it yields satis-
factory results away from the discontinuities. Assuming an
interface at z “ 0, the conventional boundary conditions
relate the fields at z “ 0˘, but fail to describe the field
behavior at the discontinuity itself (z “ 0). This discrepancy
is due to the fact that Stokes and Gauss theorems used to
derive them assume field continuity in all the regions they
apply to, including the interface, whereas the fields may be
discontinuous due to the presence of sources. For instance,
consider the conventional boundary condition for the normal
component of the displacement vector D in the presence of
surface charges ρs,
zˆ ¨ D|0`z“0´ “ ρs. (1)
This relation is derived by applying Gauss theorem,ţ
V
∇ ¨DdV “ ů
S
D ¨ nˆdS, to a volume V enclosed by
the surface S including the interface discontinuity with nˆ
the normal unit vector to S. This theorem rigorously applies
only if D is continuous inside the entire volume V , whereas
in the case of a discontinuous D, its projection onto S is
not defined at the interface and application of this theorem
is not rigorously correct. Thus, since a metasurface may be
modeled by Huygens sources [18], the correct field behavior
on the metasurface cannot be determined using the conven-
tional boundary conditions and rigorous boundary conditions,
namely GSTCs, must be applied, as will be done next. It
should be noted that, from a physical perspective, a meta-
surface structure is not a single interface but rather a thin
inhomogeneous slab, and may be naturally treated as such.
However, it is much simpler to treat the metasurface as a single
interface using rigorous GSTCs, which is allowed by the fact
that it is electromagnetically thin.
Rigorous GSTCs, treating discontinuities in the sense of
distributions, were derived by Idemen [19]. The corresponding
relations pertaining to this work, first applied by Kuester et al.
to metasurfaces [1], are derived in Appendix A for the sake
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of clarity and completeness. They may be written as1
zˆ ˆ∆H “ jωP‖ ´ zˆ ˆ∇‖Mz, (2a)
∆E ˆ zˆ “ jωµM‖ ´∇‖
ˆ
Pz

˙
ˆ zˆ, (2b)
zˆ ¨∆D “ ´∇ ¨ P‖, (2c)
zˆ ¨∆B “ ´µ∇ ¨M‖. (2d)
In these relations, the terms in the left-hand sides represent
the differences between the fields on the two sides of the
metasurface, whose cartesian components are defined as
∆Ψu “ uˆ¨∆Ψpρq
ˇˇˇ0`
z“0´
“ Ψtu´pΨiu`Ψruq, u “ x, y, z, (3)
where Ψpρq represents any of the fields H , E, D or B, and
where the superscripts i, r, and t denote incident, reflected and
transmitted fields, and P and M are the electric and magnetic
surface polarization densities, respectively. In the most general
case of a bi-anisotropic medium, these densities are related to
the acting (or local) fields, Eact and Hact, by [20], [21]
P “ NxαeeyEact `?µNxαemyHact, (4a)
M “ NxαmmyHact `
c

µ
NxαmmyEact, (4b)
where the xαaby terms represent the averaged polarizabilities
of a given scatterer, and N is the number of scatterers per unit
area. The acting fields are, by definition, the average fields on
both sides of the surface taking into account the contributions
of all the scattering particles (coupling effects) except that
of the particle being considered. The contribution of this
particle may be modeled by replacing it with a disk of radius
R encompassing its electric and magnetic current dipoles.
Kuester et al. express the fields of this disk as functions of
the polarization densities P and M [1], from which relations
(4) can be rewritten as functions of the average fields. Their
relations, with averaged polarizabilities replaced by surface
susceptibilities for macroscopic description, read
P “ χeeEav ` χem?µHav, (5a)
M “ χmmHav ` χme
c

µ
Eav, (5b)
where the average fields are defined as
Ψu,av “ uˆ ¨Ψavpρq “ Ψ
t
u ` pΨiu `Ψruq
2
, u “ x, y, z, (6)
where Ψpρq represents either H or E. The utilization of
surface susceptibilities, which represent the actual macro-
scopic quantities of interest, allows for an easier description
of the metasurface than particle averaged polarizabilities and
densities in (4).
The surface may be infinite or finite with dimensions
Lx ˆ Ly . The two problems are automatically solved by
specifying the fields Ψiu, Ψ
r
u and Ψ
t
u in (3) and (6) to be
1Throughout the paper, the medium surrounding the metasurface is assumed
to be vacuum, with permittivity and permeability 0 and µ0, respectively.
Therefore, for notational compactness, and also to avoid confusion between
the subscript ‘0’ meaning ‘vacuum’ or meaning ‘first order discontinuity’
(Appendix A), the subscript ‘0’ for ‘vacuum’ is suppressed everywhere.
of infinite or finite Lx ˆ Ly extent in the former and latter
cases, respectively. In the finite case, truncation practically
corresponds to placing a sheet of absorbing material around the
metasurface. This operation neglects diffraction at the edges
of the metasurface, as is safely allowed by the fact that a
metasurface is generally electrically very large, but properly
accounts for the finiteness of the aperture via the GSTCs (2a)
and (2b).
IV. SYNTHESIS METHOD
A. Assumptions
The proposed synthesis method solves the inverse problem
depicted in Fig. 1, where the electromagnetic fields are speci-
fied everywhere (for all ρ) in the z “ 0 plane on both sides of
the metasurface and the properties of the metasurface are the
unknowns to be determined. We specifically aim at finding
the susceptibilities that transform specified incident waves
into specified transmitted and reflected waves. The method
essentially consists in solving Eqs. (2) for the components of
the susceptibility tensors in (5).
The last terms in (2a) and (2b) involve the transverse deriva-
tives of the normal components of the polarization densities,
namely ∇‖Mz and ∇‖Pz . Solving the inverse problem for
non-zero Mz and/or Pz would be quite involved since this
would require solving the set of coupled non-homogenous
partial differential equations formed by (2a) and (2b) with
nonzero ∇‖Mz and ∇‖Pz . Although such a problem could
be generally addressed by means of numerical analysis, we
enforce here Pz “ Mz “ 0, which will lead to convenient
closed-form solutions for the susceptibilities2. As shall be seen
next, this restriction still allows the metasurface to realize a
large number of operations, given the large number of degrees
of freedom provided by combinations of its bi-anisotropic
susceptibility tensor components.
The method needs considering only (2a) and (2b) as these
two equations involve all the transverse field components,
which is sufficient to completely describe the fields at each
side of the metasurface according to the uniqueness theorem.
These two equations, with Pz “ Mz “ 0, represent a set
a four linear equations relating the transverse electric and
magnetic fields to the effective surface susceptibilities. Thus,
the solution of the inverse problem will consist in determining
four transverse effective susceptibility tensors in (5).
However, the proposed method can also handle the most
general case including normal components of the polarization
densities, which may be of practical interest (e.g. conducting
rings in the metasurface plane, producing Mz contributions).
To show this, Sec. IV-E presents the developments required to
synthesize metasurfaces involving nonzero Pz and Mz .
B. General Solution for Surface Susceptibilities
As announced in Sec. IV-A, the four susceptibility tensors
in (5) are restricted to their four transverse components, and
2This restriction may limit the physical realizability of the metasurface in
some cases, in the sense that the corresponding synthesized susceptibilities
might be excessively difficult to realize with practical scattering particles. In
such cases, the restriction might be removed without changing the main spirit
of the method but at the risk of losing the closed-form nature of the solution.
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these components will be determined for the specified fields
using (2a) and (2b) with Pz “Mz “ 0, i.e., using the notation
in (3) and (6),ˆ´∆Hy
∆Hx
˙
“ jω
ˆ
χxxee χ
xy
ee
χyxee χ
yy
ee
˙ˆ
Ex,av
Ey,av
˙
` jω?µ
ˆ
χxxem χ
xy
em
χyxem χ
yy
em
˙ˆ
Hx,av
Hy,av
˙
, (7a)
ˆ
∆Ey
´∆Ex
˙
“ jωµ
ˆ
χxxmm χ
xy
mm
χyxmm χ
yy
mm
˙ˆ
Hx,av
Hy,av
˙
` jω?µ
ˆ
χxxme χ
xy
me
χyxme χ
yy
me
˙ˆ
Ex,av
Ey,av
˙
. (7b)
Assuming single incident, reflected and transmitted waves
(only one wave of each of the three types), the system (7)
contains 4 equations for a total number of 16 unknown sus-
ceptibility components. It is thus underdetermined as such, and
it can be solved only by restricting the number of independent
susceptibilities to 4. This single-transformation underdetermi-
nation of (7) reveals two important facts: i) Many different
combinations of susceptibilities produce the same fields; ii) A
metasurface has the fundamental capability to simultaneously
manipulate several linearily independent incident, reflected
and transmitted waves. Specifically, a metasurface, as defined
by (7b), can in principle manipulate up to 4 sets of incident,
reflected and transmitted waves. If T (T “ 1, 2, 3, 4) waves are
to be manipulated, corresponding to 4T independent equations
obtained by writing the 4 equations in (7b) for each of the field
sets Ψnpρq (n “ 1, . . . , T , Ψ representing either E or H),
4T (4,8,12,16) susceptibilities have to be specified.
Two approaches may be considered to reduce the number
of independent unknown susceptibilities when T ă 4. A
first approach could consist in using more than 4T (4,8,12)
susceptibilities but enforcing relationships between some of
them to ensure a maximum of 4T independent unknowns.
For example, the conditions of reciprocity and losslessness
would be a possible way to link some susceptibilities together,
if this is compatible with design specifications. According to
Kong [20] and Lindell [21], the conditions for reciprocity and
losslessness are
χ
T
ee “ χee, χTmm “ χmm, χTme “ ´χem, (8a)
χ
T
ee “ χ˚ee, χTmm “ χ˚mm, χTme “ χ˚em, (8b)
respectively, where the superscripts T and ˚ denote the ma-
trix transpose and complex conjugate operations, respectively.
Enforcing conditions between susceptibilities also enforces
conditions on the fields on both sides of the metasurface.
Therefore, this approach restricts the diversity of electromag-
netic transformations achievable with the metasurface.
A second approach, providing a more general synthesis
method for quasi-arbitrary electromagnetic transformations, is
then preferred. This approach consists in selecting only T
susceptibility tensor components in each of the 4T equations
included in (7). The number of possible susceptibilities in each
equation is given by Cnk “ n!k!pn´kq! , where n “ 4 and k “ T .
Therefore, for T “ 1, Cnk “ C41 “ 4 and the total number of
different combinations for the 4 equations is pC41 q4 “ 44 “
256. By the same token, we respectively have for T “ 2, 3
and 4 the following total number of different combinations
pC42 q4 “ 64 “ 1296, pC43 q4 “ 44 “ 256 and pC44 q4 “ 1.
Among these combinations, those that do not satisfy (8)
naturally correspond to non-reciprocal and/or lossy designs.
It is obviously impossible to cover these huge numbers of
synthesis combination sets for T ă 4. We will therefore next,
without loss of generality, restrict our attention to the cases
of single (Sec. IV-C) and double (Sec. IV-D) transformations
with mono-anisotropic metasurfaces. The solutions for bi-
anisotropic, triple-wave and quadruple-wave metasurfaces can
be obtained by following exactly the same procedure.
Note that these considerations hold in the most general case
of transformations where the amplitude, phase and polarization
of the incident field are all modified by the metasurface. Under
such conditions, the system in (7) can indeed handle up to
T “ 4 independent wave triplets. In the particular case of
single-triplet transformation, only 4 susceptibilites (2 electric
and 2 magnetic) are generally required, as will be shown
shortly. However, as will be seen in the example of generalized
refraction in Sec. V-A, depending on the transformation and
choice of susceptibilities, only 2 susceptibilities (1 electric
and 1 magnetic) may be sufficient. In general, this factor 2
reduction in required susceptibilities indicates that the number
of possible transformations doubles, i.e. T 1 “ 2T .
What has been described so far in this section represents
the first step of the synthesis procedure. As mentioned in
Sec. II, the second step consists in determining the scattering
particles realizing the transfer function corresponding to the
synthesized susceptibilities. In this second step, one computes
the full-wave scattering parameters for an isolated unit cell
within 2D periodic boundary conditions, where periodicity
is an approximation of typically slowly varying scattering
elements in the plane of the metasurface [9], [18], [22],
[23]. The periodic boundary conditions in full-wave analysis
are generally restricted to rectilinearly propagating waves.
Now, the prescribed waves may change directions at the
metasurface (e.g. case of generalized refraction, Sec. V-A). In
such cases, “rectilinear” periodic boundary conditions cannot
directly describe the physics of the problem. However, the
results they provide correspond to a rigorous mapping with
the physical problem, and they may thus be rigorously used
in the synthesis, as will be illustrated in Sec. V-A.
C. Single Transformation
We consider here the problem of single (T “ 1) trans-
formation [only one specified wave triplet: (Ψi, Ψr, Ψt)]
for a mono-anisotropic (χem ” χme “ 0) and uniaxial
(χxyee ” χyxee ” χxymm ” χyxmm “ 0), and hence non-gyrotropic
and reciprocal, metasurface. Solving (7) under these conditions
yields the following simple relations for the remaining 4
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susceptibilities
χxxee “ ´∆HyjωEx,av , (9a)
χyyee “ ∆HxjωEy,av , (9b)
χxxmm “ ∆EyjωµHx,av , (9c)
χyymm “ ´∆ExjωµHy,av , (9d)
where, according to (3) and (6), ∆Hy “ H ty ´ pH iy ` H ryq,
Ex,av “ E
t
x`pEix`Erxq
2 , and so on.
By synthesis, a metasurface with the susceptibilities given
by (9) will produce exactly the specified reflected and transmit-
ted transverse components of the fields when the metasurface
is illuminated by the specified incident field. Since the longi-
tudinal fields are completely determined from the transverse
components, according to the uniqueness theorem, the com-
plete specified electromagnetic fields are exactly generated by
the metasurface.
Consistency with Maxwell equations can be easily ver-
ified. Consider for instance (2c) along with the rela-
tion D “ E ` P ,
Dz
ˇˇˇ0`
z“0´
“ Ez
ˇˇˇ0`
z“0´
` Pz “ ∆Ez ` Pz
“ ´∇ ¨ PK.
(10)
Substituting in this relation the relations (5) for PK and
remembering our assumption that Pz “ 0 (Sec. IV-A), we
find
∆Ez “ ´ BBx pχ
xx
ee Ex,avq ´ BBy pχ
yy
ee Ey,avq , (11)
which upon substitution of (9) becomes
∆Ez “ Etz ´ Eiz ´ Erz
“ j
ω
„ B
By pH
t
x ´H ix ´H rxq ´ BBx pH
t
y ´H iy ´H ryq

.
(12)
This equation represents a relation between linear combina-
tions of the longitudinal electric fields and derivatives of the
transverse magnetic fields of the incident (k“i), reflected (k“r)
and transmitted (k“t) waves. From linearity, and subsequent
superposition, these equations may be decomposed as
Ekz “ jω
˜
BHkx
By ´
BHky
Bx
¸
“ j
ω
`∇t ˆHk˘z , (13)
which is nothing but the projection of Maxwell-Ampe`re equa-
tion upon the z direction. This shows that the longitudinal
fields are well defined with the relations (9) in accordance
with the uniqueness theorem.
We are now interested in finding the relationship linking the
transmitted field to the incident field and the susceptibilities. In
order to simplify the problem, we consider here the case of a
reflection-less metasurface. Inserting (3) and (6) with Ψru “ 0
(u “ x, y) into (9) and solving for the transmitted components
of the fields yields
Etx “ ´Eix `
8Eix ´ j4χyymmµωH iy
4` χxxee χyymmµω2 , (14a)
Ety “ ´Eiy `
8Eiy ` j4χxxmmµωH ix
4` χxxmmχyyee µω2 , (14b)
H tx “ ´H ix `
8H ix ` j4χyyee ωEiy
4` χxxmmχyyee µω2 , (14c)
H ty “ ´H iy `
8H iy ´ j4χxxee ωEix
4` χxxee χyymmµω2 . (14d)
These relations show how each of the transmitted field
components depend on their incident field counterparts and
orthogonal duals, e.g. Etx “ EtxpEix, H iyq, etc. They have to be
considered after the susceptibilities (9) have been synthesized
for given specifications to determine whether they may be real-
ized by a passive metasurface (|Et| ď |Ei| and |H t| ď |H i|),
or require active elements.
The susceptibilities in (9) represent the synthesis (inverse
problem) results of the proposed method while Eqs. (14)
express the transmitted field components in terms of these
susceptibilities (direct problem). We now need to establish
the relationships existing between the susceptibilities and the
scattering parameters in order to enable the second step of
the synthesis (see last paragraph in Sec. II). The forthcoming
methodology for single transformation is analogous to that
proposed in [8], [9], [13], while the corresponding methodolo-
gies for multiple transformation, to be presented in the next
subsection, are more general.
In the plane wave approximation, which is naturally valid
when the source of the incident wave is far enough from the
metasurface, the response of each scattering particle may be
expressed in terms of its reflection and transmission coef-
ficients [18], [22], [23]. Since according to (14), the pairs
(Etx, H
t
y) and (E
t
y , H
t
x) are proportional to their incident
counterparts and orthogonal duals only, the problem splits into
an x-polarized incident plane wave problem and a y-polarized
incident plane wave problem, whose fields at normal incidence
are respectively given by
Ei “ xˆ, Er “ Rxxˆ, Et “ Txxˆ, (15a)
H i “ 1
η
yˆ, H r “ ´Rx
η
yˆ, H t “ Tx
η
yˆ, (15b)
and
Ei “ yˆ, Er “ Ry yˆ, Et “ Ty yˆ, (16a)
H i “ ´1
η
xˆ, H r “ Ry
η
xˆ, H t “ ´Ty
η
xˆ, (16b)
where Ru and Tu (u “ x, y) represent reflection and trans-
mission coefficients, respectively3. Inserting (15) and (16) into
3The waves in (15) and (16) are defined as rectilinear (i.e. they do not
change direction at the metasurface) for consistency with periodic boundary
conditions to be used in full-wave simulations for the second step of the
synthesis (see comment at the end of the last paragraph of Sec. IV-B).
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(7) with the four non-zero susceptibilities given in (9) leads
to the transmission and reflection coefficients
Tx “ 4` χ
xx
ee χ
yy
mmk2
p2` jkχxxee qp2` jkχyymmq , (17a)
Rx “ 2jk pχ
yy
mm ´ χxxee q
p2` jkχxxee q p2` jkχyymmq (17b)
and
Ty “ 4` χ
yy
ee χxxmmk
2
p2` jkχyyee qp2` jkχxxmmq , (18a)
Ry “ 2jk pχ
xx
mm ´ χyyee q
p2` jkχyyee q p2` jkχxxmmq , (18b)
k “ ω?µ “ 2piλ . These relations may be used in the second
step of the synthesis to determine the scattering parameters
corresponding to the synthesized susceptibilities. Solving (17)
and (18) for the susceptibilities yields
χxxee “ 2j pTx `Rx ´ 1qk pTx `Rx ` 1q , (19a)
χyyee “ 2j pTy `Ry ´ 1qk pTy `Ry ` 1q , (19b)
χxxmm “ 2j pTy ´Ry ´ 1qk pTy ´Ry ` 1q , (19c)
χyymm “ 2j pTx ´Rx ´ 1qk pTx ´Rx ` 1q . (19d)
In (18) and (19), the reflection and transmission coefficients
are associated with scattering parameters Sij with i, j “
1, . . . , 4 accounting for the two ports (incident and transmitted
waves) and two polarization (x and y). Specifically, assigning
ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 to x-polarized input, y-polarized input, x-
polarized output and y-polarized output, respectively, one has
Rx “ S11, Tx “ S31, Ry “ S22 and Ty “ S42, while the other
12 scattering parameters are not required since the chosen
tensors are uniaxial so that the metasurface is not gyrotropic
(i.e. does not involve transformations between x-polarized and
y-polarized waves).
Examples of these transformations between the synthesized
susceptibilities and the scattering parameters, as given by
equations (17) and (18), are presented in Sec. V-A and V-C.
As will be shown in Sec. V, the synthesized susceptibilities
generally have both real and imaginary parts. Assuming the
convention ejωt, the imaginary and real parts of the suscep-
tibilities may be associated with gain, when Impχq ą 0, and
loss, when Impχq ă 0, however, this is not generally true, as
compensations may exist between the imaginary parts of dif-
ferent susceptibility terms. It is therefore generally necessary
to explicitly compute the refractive index corresponding to the
considered susceptibility tensors to determine whether there is
really loss or gain. For example, the metasurface described by
relations (9) has the property of birefringence, with refractive
indices given by
nx “
b
p1` χxxee qp1` χyymmq, (20a)
ny “
b
p1` χyyee qp1` χxxmmq. (20b)
An example of such compensation will be shown in Sec. V-B,
where the purely imaginary electric and magnetic susceptibili-
ties in (42) actually compensate each other so that the resulting
refractive indices (43) are purely real.
In order to simplify the metasurface unit cell design pro-
cedure, which is usually performed via full-wave simulation,
one may consider “ideal” unit cells, i.e. unit cells made
of lossless dielectric substrates and PEC metallic patterns.
Applying relations (19) to compute the susceptibilities corre-
sponding to such “ideal” unit cells will necessarily yield purely
real susceptibilities since Eqs. (19) constitute two pairs of
orthogonal TEM waves. As a consequence, the exact complex
susceptibilities can not be realized, which will lead to results
diverging from the specified transformation. A solution to
minimize discrepancies between the specified response and the
approximated response considering only real susceptibilities is
to set the imaginary parts of the susceptibilities to zero while
optimizing their real parts so that the response of the meta-
surface follows the specified response as closely as possible.
This is what has been done in [9], where the optimization
procedure consists in minimizing the cost function
F “ |Tspec ´ Tapprox|2 ` |Rspec ´Rapprox|2 , (21)
where Tspec and Rspec are found from (17) (or (18) for y-
polarized waves) using exact synthesized susceptibilities. The
terms Tapprox and Rapprox are obtained from the same equations
but with susceptibilities that are now purely real and have to
be optimized to minimize (21).
D. Double Transformation
We now consider the problem of double (T “ 2) trans-
formation [two specified wave triplets: (Ψi1, Ψ
r
1, Ψ
t
1) and
(Ψi2, Ψ
r
2, Ψ
t
2)] for a mono-anisotropic (χem ” χme “ 0)
but not uniaxial and hence gyrotropic metasurface. Solving
the 2 ˆ 4 “ 8 equations (7) for the two sets of waves under
these conditions with the 2 corresponding susceptibilities per
equation yields the following relations for the 8 remaining
susceptibilities
χxxee “ jω
pEy1,av∆Hy2 ´ Ey2,av∆Hy1q
pEx2,avEy1,av ´ Ex1,avEy2,avq , (22a)
χxyee “ jω
pEx2,av∆Hy1 ´ Ex1,av∆Hy2q
pEx2,avEy1,av ´ Ex1,avEy2,avq , (22b)
χyxee “ jω
pEy2,av∆Hx1 ´ Ey1,av∆Hx2q
pEx2,avEy1,av ´ Ex1,avEy2,avq , (22c)
χyyee “ jω
pEx1,av∆Hx2 ´ Ex2,av∆Hx1q
pEx2,avEy1,av ´ Ex1,avEy2,avq , (22d)
χxxmm “ jµω
pHy2,av∆Ey1 ´Hy1,av∆Ey2q
pHx2,avHy1,av ´Hx1,avHy2,avq , (22e)
χxymm “ jµω
pHx1,av∆Ey2 ´Hx2,av∆Ey1q
pHx2,avHy1,av ´Hx1,avHy2,avq , (22f)
χyxmm “ jµω
pHy1,av∆Ex2 ´Hy2,av∆Ex1q
pHx2,avHy1,av ´Hx1,avHy2,avq , (22g)
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χyymm “ jµω
pHx2,av∆Ex1 ´Hx1,av∆Ex2q
pHx2,avHy1,av ´Hx1,avHy2,avq , (22h)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the first and the second
wave triplet transformation, respectively.
Following a similar procedure as in Sec. IV-C but assuming
that the incident wave given in (15a) induces not only a co-
polarized but also a cross-polarized reflected (Rxx and Rxy)
and transmitted waves (Txx and Txy)4. And similarly for the
incident wave (16a) with the coefficients Ryy, Ryx, Tyy and
Tyx. Finally, the double-transformation relations between the
reflection coefficients and susceptibilities read
Txx “ ´4´ 2jχ
yy
ee k
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
` k
2pχxxmmχyymmk ´ χxymmχyxmmk ´ 2jχyymmq
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 ,
(23a)
Txy “ 2jkχ
xy
ee
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
` 2jkχ
yx
mm
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 ,
(23b)
Tyx “ 2jkχ
yx
ee
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
` 2jkχ
xy
mm
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 ,
(23c)
Tyy “ ´4´ 2jχ
xx
ee k
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
` k
2pχxxmmχyymmk ´ χxymmχyxmmk ´ 2jχxxmmq
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 ,
(23d)
Rxy “ 2jkχ
xy
ee
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
´ 2jkχ
yx
mm
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 ,
(23f)
Ryx “ 2jkχ
yx
ee
k2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4
´ 2jkχ
xy
mm
k2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4 .
(23g)
In these relations, assigning ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 to x-polarized
input, y-polarized input, x-polarized output and y-polarized
output, respectively, one has Txx “ S31, Tyx “ S41, Tyy “
S42 and Txy “ S32.
Note that the optimization procedure described in Sec. IV-C
where (21) is minimized has to be modified so as to include
all the transmission and reflection coefficients relating to each
susceptibility as follows
F “
ÿ
u,vPtx,yu
|Tuvspec ´ Tuvapprox|2 ` |Ruvspec ´Ruvapprox|2 (24)
4For instance, the second equation in (15a) becomes Er “ pRxx`Rxyqxˆ.
E. Solutions for Normal Polarization Densities
Solving the general bi-anisotropic system of equations (2)
in the case of full electric and magnetic susceptibility tensors
(i.e. nonzero χee, χmm, χme and χem) leads to a total number
of 36 unknowns for only 6 equations. This corresponds to
a heavily under-determined system for single-wave trans-
formation. This means that the system has effectively the
capability to handle up to 6 wave triplets, or transformations,
in the most general case or more depending on the choice
of susceptibilities and the specified transformations (e.g. no
rotation of polarization). For single-wave transformation, only
6 (or even less) independent susceptibilities may be set to
nonzero values, since this would lead to an exactly determined
system of equal number of equations and unknowns.
Let us consider the case where χme “ χem “ 0 and χee
and χmm are diagonal. This corresponds to the polarization
densities
P “ 
¨˝
χxxee 0 0
0 χyyee 0
0 0 χzzee
‚˛¨˝Ex,avEy,av
Ez,av
‚˛, (25a)
M “
¨˝
χxxmm 0 0
0 χyymm 0
0 0 χzzmm
‚˛¨˝Hx,avHy,av
Hz,av
‚˛. (25b)
Inserting (25) into (2) and solving for the susceptibilities that
do not fall under derivatives yields the following system of
equations
χxxee “ 1jωEx,av
„
´∆Hy ´ BBy pχ
zz
mmHz,avq

, (26a)
χyyee “ 1jωEy,av
„
∆Hx ` BBx pχ
zz
mmHz,avq

, (26b)
χzzee “ ´ 1Ez,av
„
∆Ez ` BBx pχ
xx
ee Ex,avq ` BBy pχ
yy
ee Ey,avq

,
(26c)
χxxmm “ 1jωµHx,av
„
∆Ey ` BBy pχ
zz
ee Ez,avq

, (26d)
χyymm “ 1jωµHy,av
„
´∆Ex ´ BBx pχ
zz
ee Ez,avq

, (26e)
χzzmm “ ´ 1Hz,av
„
∆Hz ` BBx pχ
xx
mmHx,avq ` BBy pχ
yy
mmHy,avq

.
(26f)
This set of coupled inhomogenous partial differential equations
can be simplified by substituting (26a) and (26b) into (26c)
and (26d) and (26e) into (26f). The normal component of the
electric and magnetic susceptibilities are subsequently given
by
χzzee “ ´ 1Ez,av
„
∆Ez ´ 1
jω
ˆB∆Hy
Bx ´
B∆Hx
By
˙
, (27a)
χzzmm “ ´ 1Hz,av
„
∆Hz ` 1
jωµ
ˆB∆Ey
Bx ´
B∆Ex
By
˙
, (27b)
whose right-hand side expressions in square brackets vanish
as they correspond to the left-hand sides of Maxwell equations
written as E´ 1jω∇ˆH “ 0 andH` 1jωµ∇ˆE “ 0, respec-
tively, on each side of the metasurface, i.e. χzzee “ χzzmm “ 0.
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Rxx “ 2k pp2` jχ
xx
mmkq ppkpχxyee χyxee ´ χxxee χyyee q ` 2jχxxee q ` χyymmpχyyee k ´ 2jqq ´ χxymmχyxmmkp2` jχyyee kqq
pk2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4q pk2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4q , (23e)
Ryy “ 2k pp2` jχ
yy
mmkq ppkpχxyee χyxee ´ χxxee χyyee q ` 2jχyyee q ` χxxmmpχxxee k ´ 2jqq ´ χxymmχyxmmkp2` jχxxee kqq
pk2pχxxee χyyee ´ χxyee χyxee q ´ 2jkpχxxee ` χyyee q ´ 4q pk2pχxymmχyxmm ´ χxxmmχyymmq ` 2jkpχxxmm ` χyymmq ` 4q , (23f)
In this case, the system (26) has reduced to the system (9).
This result might come as a surprise. However, it could have
been expected by the following consideration. In the case of a
uniaxially anisotropic surface, specification of the tangential
fields following boundary conditions fully determines the
normal fields. Therefore, if one were allowed to chose χzzee
or χzzmm, one would alter the normal fields, and hence violate
Maxwell equations. Thus, these susceptibilities must be zero.
Consider now the case of single-transformation general-
ized refraction, illustrated in Fig. 2, where the metasurface
arbitrarily reflects and “refracts” an arbitrary incident wave.
Assume that all the waves are polarized along y (perpendicular
polarization), so that Ex “ Ez “ 0 and Hy “ 0, which
corresponds to a 2D problem with BBy “ 0.
x
y
zE
i
y
Ery Ety
Metasurface
Fig. 2: Generalized refraction.
In order to obtain closed-form expressions for the suscep-
tibilities, a determined system of equations has to be chosen.
To reduce the number of unknowns, consider χme “ χem “ 0.
Keeping only the relevant susceptibility components of P and
M yields then
P “ 
¨˝
0 0 0
0 χyyee 0
0 0 0
‚˛¨˝ 0Ey,av
0
‚˛, (28a)
M “
¨˝
χxxmm 0 χ
xz
mm
0 0 0
χzxmm 0 χ
zz
mm
‚˛¨˝Hx,av0
Hz,av
‚˛. (28b)
It would be erroneous to think that the corresponding sys-
tem (2) is still composed of 6 independent equations. The
system (2) in this case reduces indeed to the only 3 following
equations
∆Hx “ jωχyyee Ey,av ´ BBx pχ
zx
mmHx,av ` χzzmmHz,avq , (29a)
∆Ey “ jωµ pχxxmmHx,av ` χxzmmHz,avq , (29b)
∆Hz “ ´ χzxmmHx,av ´ χzzmmHz,av
´ BBx pχ
xx
mmHx,av ` χxzmmHz,avq ,
(29c)
which constitute a system of 3 equations for the 5 unknown
susceptibilities in (28). Since this is an under-determined
system, it cannot be solved without further specifications.
Consider therefore the four following restricted cases:
1) Case I: χyyee , χxxmm and χ
zz
mm.
2) Case II: χyyee , χxxmm and χ
zx
mm “ χxzmm (reciprocity condi-
tion (8a)).
3) Case III: χyyee , χzzmm and χ
zx
mm “ χxzmm (reciprocity condi-
tion (8a)).
4) Case IV: χyyee and χzzmm.
Case I is a purely diagonal case. Cases II and III reduce the
number of independent unknowns by enforcing reciprocity
(8a). In case IV, the presence of the only two maintained
susceptibilities eliminates (29b). Inserting the electric and
magnetic polarization densities corresponding to these 4 cases
into (29) yields the following closed-form relations.
1) Case I:
χxxmm “ ∆EyjωµHx,av , (30a)
χzzmm “ ´ 1Hz,av
„
∆Hz ` BBx
ˆ
∆Ey
jωµ
˙
, (30b)
χyyee “ 1jωEy,av
"
∆Hx ´ BBx
„
∆Hz ` BBx
ˆ
∆Ey
jωµ
˙*
.
(30c)
The expression inside the bracket of (30b) corresponds to the
Maxwell-Faraday equation. It follows that (30b) simplifies to
χzzmm “ 0. The same consideration applies to (30c), leaving
only ∆Hx in the curl bracket. Comparing the remaining
equations with (9), one finds that (30a) is equal to (9c),
while (30c) reduces to (9b). Thus, the reason why χzzmm “ 0
is the same as that given in the previous problem.
2) Case II:
χxxmm “ ∆EyjωµHx,av `
Hz,av
H2x,av
„
∆Hz ` BBx
ˆ
∆Ey
jωµ
˙
, (31a)
χzxmm “ χxzmm “ ´ 1Hx,av
„
∆Hz ` BBx
ˆ
∆Ey
jωµ
˙
, (31b)
χyyee “ 1jωEy,av
"
∆Hx ´ BBx
„
∆Hz ` BBx
ˆ
∆Ey
jωµ
˙*
.
(31c)
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For the same reasons as in the previous case, χzxmm “ χxzmm “ 0,
and the resulting system is identical to that of Case I.
3) Case III:
χzxmm “ χxzmm “ ∆EyjωµHz,av , (32a)
χzzmm “ ´∆Eyjωµ
Hx,av
H2z,av
, (32b)
χyyee “ ∆HxjωEy,av . (32c)
These relations have been simplified using Maxwell-Faraday
equation. It appears that the electric susceptibility (32c) is
identical to that in (9b). In this case, χzxmm ‰ 0 and χxzmm ‰ 0
since the x-component of the magnetic field has not been
specified, and is therefore specified through the normal terms.
4) Case IV:
χzzmm “ ´∆HzHz,av , (33a)
χyyee “ 1jωEy,av
„
∆Hx ´ BBx p∆Hzq

, (33b)
“ ∆Hx
jωEy,av
` ∆Ey
Ey,av
. (33c)
Here the electric susceptibility given in (33b) has been further
simplified to (33c) using Maxwell-Ampe`re equation. This
equation is identical to (9b) plus a term that is similar to (33a).
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
The diversity of possible wave transformations using the
proposed metasurface synthesis method is virtually infinite.
This section presents a few examples of practical interest, in
order of increasing complexity. In all cases, the reflection is en-
forced to be zero, i.e. Ψru “ 0 for Ψ “ E,H and u “ x, y, z.
Introduction of reflection is straightforward, consisting simply
in adding specified Ψru’s in (3) and (6), and typically reduces
the design constraints of the metasurface. The metasurface is
also infinite in all the examples. Restricting the dimension of
the metasurface to LxˆLy is straightforwardly accomplished
by specifying all field quantities over this area and setting them
to zero elsewhere in (9) or (22).
A. Generalized Refraction
Problem: Synthesize a metasurface transforming an obliquely
incident plane wave forming a pi{8 angle with respect to z
in the x ´ z plane into a transmitted plane wave with a pi{3
“refraction” angle (TM refraction).
Synthesis: A unit-amplitude incident plane wave (waveform
ejrωt´kpsinppi{8qx`cosppi{8qzqs) impinging on the metasurface
plane (z “ 0) with a pi{8 angle in the x´ z plane reads
Eipx, yq “ xˆ rcosppi{8q ´ zˆ sinppi{8qs e´jk sinppi{8qx, (34a)
H ipx, yq “ yˆ 1
η
e´jk sinppi{8qx, (34b)
where η “ aµ{ is the intrinsic impedance of the sur-
rounding medium. The specified refracted wave (waveform
ejrωt´k
?
2px`zq{2s), assuming zero reflection (Er ” H r ” 0),
is at z “ 0
Etpx, yq “ pxˆ1
2
´ zˆ
?
3
2
qe´jk
?
2
2 x, (35a)
H tpx, yq “ yˆ 1
η
e´jk
?
2
2 x. (35b)
The corresponding difference and average fields in (3) and (6)
are, for the components in the plane of the metasurface, given
by
∆Ex “ 1
2
e´jk
?
2
2 x ´ cosppi{8qe´jk sinppi{8qx, (36a)
∆Hy “ 1
η
´
e´jk
?
2
2 x ´ e´jk sinppi{8qx
¯
, (36b)
Eav,x “ 1
2
ˆ
1
2
e´jk
?
2
2 x ` cosppi{8qe´jk sinppi{8qx
˙
, (36c)
Hav,y “ 1
2η
´
e´jk
?
2
2 x ` e´jk sinppi{8qx
¯
, (36d)
The (non-zero) metasurface susceptibilities are then obtained
by substituting (36) into (9). They are naturally obtained in
closed-form given the closed-forms (36), but are not written
explicitly here, for conciseness. Instead, the susceptibilities
χxxee px, yq and χyymmpx, yq are plotted in Fig. 3 over a meta-
surface area of 10λ ˆ 10λ for illustration. Note that the
susceptibilities for this problem only depend on x, since no
wave transformation is prescribed in the y direction. Moreover,
only two of the four susceptibilities (χxxee and χ
yy
mm) are
required (the other two being undefined) since no electric
fields exist along y and no magnetic fields exist along x.
Also note that the x-periodicity of the susceptibility is larger
than λ, suggesting that this metasurface should be easily
implementable with simple scattering particles. The corre-
sponding transmission and reflection coefficients computed
using (17) are shown in Fig. 4. As expected from the above
discussion, the coefficients Ry and Ty do not exist since the
field polarizations do not rotate across the metasurface. As may
be seen, the transmission coefficient oscillates around 77%
while the reflection coefficient oscillates around 20%. The
fact that the observed reflection coefficient is non-zero may a
priori appear contradictory given the prescription of zero re-
flection. However, remember that the scattering coefficients are
computed based on the assumption of rectilinear propagation,
which obviously does not correspond to the present example.
The actual reflection produced by the susceptibilities plotted
in Fig. (3) is rigorously zero, and the non-zero reflection
parameter in Fig. 4 is an artifact of the mapping between
the rectilinear scattering parameters and the physical problem.
However, as pointed out in the last paragraph of Sec. IV-B,
these scattering parameters can be directly used for synthesis:
full-wave (using periodic boundary conditions) designing the
scattering particles so that they produce the same scattering
parameters as those obtained using (17) will automatically
provide the desired physical solution in real (non-rectilinear)
conditions.
Using the optimization procedure proposed at the end of
Sec.IV-C, where the susceptibilities are forced to real values,
approximate reflection and transmission coefficients (Rapprox
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Fig. 3: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of χxxee px, yq, magnitude
(c) and phase (d) of χyymmpx, yq for a metasurface refracting a
plane wave incident with an angle of pi{8 with respect to z in
the x´ z plane into a transmitted plane wave forming a pi{3
angle.
and Tapprox, respectively) can be found by minimizing (21).
The magnitude of the new transmission coefficient (not shown
here) is now very close to full and quasi-uniform transmission
(T « 100%,@x, y) while the phase profile of the transmission
coefficient has remained unaltered compared to that computed
from the exact susceptibilities presented in Fig. 4b. Since
the transmission phase has not been changed from the exact
one, the approximate metasurface performs a transformation
that essentially follows the specification, except for undesired
diffraction orders due to the nullification of the imaginary parts
of the susceptibilities [9].
B. Reciprocal and Non-reciprocal Polarization Rotation
Problem: Synthesize a metasurface transforming a normally
incident linearly polarized plane wave with the electric field
making an angle of pi{8 with respect to the x-axis into a
normally transmitted plane wave whose fields are rotated by
pi{3 (total angle of 11pi{24 with respect to the x-axis), as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Consider both the reciprocal and non-
reciprocal cases.
Synthesis: The prescribed incident and transmitted fields at
z “ 0 read
Eipx, yq “ xˆ cosppi{8q ` yˆ sinppi{8q, (37a)
H ipx, yq “ 1
η
r´xˆ sinppi{8q ` yˆ cosppi{8qs , (37b)
and
Etpx, yq “ xˆ cosp11pi{24q ` yˆ sinp11pi{24q, (38a)
H ipx, yq “ 1
η
r´xˆ sinp11pi{24q ` yˆ cosp11pi{24qs , (38b)
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Fig. 4: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of Txpx, yq, magnitude
(c) and phase (d) of Rxpx, yq for the problem of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the problem of Sec. (V-B): The polar-
ization of a normally incident plane wave linearly polarized
at a pi{8 angle with respect to the x-axis is rotated by pi{3. In
the reciprocal case, the fields retrieve their initial polarization
upon propagation along the negative z-direction, while in the
nonreciprocal case the fields experience a round-trip rotation
of 2pi{3.
respectively. From this point, the difference and average fields
are straightforwardly found as in (36). Note that in this
problem the fields are independent on x and y since the trans-
formation only affects the direction of the field polarizations
and does not alter the direction of propagation. Therefore, the
synthesized susceptibilities are constant.
In the reciprocal scenario, the metasurface is a chiral
surface. While the polarization of the wave sent along the
positive z-direction is rotated by an angle pi{3, as it is sent
back along the negative z-direction from the its transmitted
angle, it returns to its original direction (here pi{8 with respect
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to x). Therefore, the (non-zero) metasurface susceptibilities are
again obtained by substitution of the difference and average
fields into (9), which yields
χxxee “ χyymm “ ´0.0239j, (39a)
χyyee “ χxxmm “ 0.0141j. (39b)
Because the diagonal components of the susceptibility tensors
are used in this example, the synthesized metasurface is
not able to directly rotate the polarization of the incident
wave. Rather, it reduces the x-component of the electric field
and amplifies its y-component. This is manifested first by
purely imaginary susceptibilities in (39), and secondly by
opposite signs in (39a) (negative sign related to absorption)
and (39b) (positive sign related to gain). The refractive indices
corresponding to this metasurface are obtained by (20) as
nx “ 1´ 0.0239j, (40a)
ny “ 1` 0.0141j, (40b)
indicating that this metasurface induces both gain and loss
depending on the polarization of the incident wave. Note that
if we had selected bi-isotropic parameters, i.e. χuuem and χ
uu
me
with u P tx, yu, the resulting metasurface could have been
lossless and purely passive (chirality).
In the non-reciprocal scenario, the metasurface is a Faraday
rotating surface [24], [25]. When the wave is sent back along
the negative z-direction, it keeps rotating in the same abso-
lute direction, dictated by an external biasing quantity (e.g.
magnetic field or current), which doubles the total rotation
(here to pi{8 ` 2 ˆ pi{3 “ 19pi{24 with respect to x).
Therefore, reciprocal relations (9) are not appropriate and must
be replaced by their counterparts obtained by selecting the
non-diagonal (instead of the diagonal) terms in relations (7).
This results in the non-reciprocal counterparts relations of (9)
χxyee “ ´∆HyjωEy,av , (41a)
χyxee “ ∆HxjωEx,av , (41b)
χxymm “ ∆EyjωµHy,av , (41c)
χyxmm “ ´∆ExjωµHx,av , (41d)
from which the sought susceptibilities are found to be
χxyee “ χxymm “ ´0.0184j, (42a)
χyxee “ χyxmm “ 0.0184j. (42b)
As expected from the prescribed non-reciprocity, these rela-
tions do not satisfy the reciprocity conditions (8a). Moreover,
the sign difference between the non-diagonal elements indi-
cates Faraday rotation [20]. In this case and contrary to the
above reciprocal example, even though all the susceptibility
components are imaginary, the final metasurface is passive
and lossless, as may be seen by computing the corresponding
refractive indices,
nxy “
a
χxyee χ
yx
mm “ 0.0184, (43a)
nyx “
a
χyxee χ
xy
mm “ 0.0184. (43b)
C. Bessel Vortex Beam Generation
Problem: Synthesize a metasurface transforming a normally
incident plane wave into a normally transmitted Bessel wave
with orbital angular momentum n “ `3.
Synthesis: The prescribed incident and transmitted fields at
z “ 0 read
Eipx, yq “ pxˆ` yˆq
?
2
2
, (44a)
H ipx, yq “ pyˆ ´ xˆq
?
2
2η
, (44b)
and [26]
Etφpρ, φq “ e
jnφ
k2ρ
pjAekρµω BBρ `Ah
kzn
ρ
qJnpkρρq, (45a)
Etρpρ, φq “ e
jnφ
k2ρ
pAenµω
ρ
´ jAhkρkz BBρ qJnpkρρq, (45b)
Etzpρ, φq “ AhJnpkρρqejnφ, (45c)
H tφpρ, φq “ e
jnφ
k2ρ
pAenkz
ρ
´ jAhkρω BBρ qJnpkρρq, (45d)
H tρpρ, φq “ e
jnφ
k2ρ
p´jAekρkz BBρ ´Ah
nω
ρ
qJnpkρρq, (45e)
H tzpρ, φq “ AeJnpkρρqejnφ, (45f)
where the latter fields have been written in cylindrical coor-
dinates for compactness and for a general topological charge
n, and where Ae and Ah are the complex amplitudes for e
(TMz) or h (TEz) polarizations, respectively. The wavevector
components kz and kρ are given in terms of the “cone angle”
(angle between the plane waves forming the beam and the z
axis), ξ, as kz “ k cos ξ and kρ “ k sin ξ. Here, ξ is chosen
such that kz “ 4kρ. The Bessel wave is assumed here to
be TEz-polarized (i.e. Ah “ 0), where the value of Ae is
defined by equating the Poynting vectors (S “ 12RetEˆH˚u)
of the incident and transmitted fields over the area of the
metasurface (here, the surface is assumed to be 10λˆ 10λ in
size), namely
ť
S
RetEi ˆH i˚udS “ ť
S
RetEt ˆH t˚udS.
This ensures that the power is conserved at the interface.
Figure 6 shows the metasurface susceptibilities χxxee and χ
yy
ee .
The field expressions in (45) indicate that both the x and
y components of the electric and magnetic fields are non-
zero. Therefore, the incident fields must have electric and
magnetic components along both the x and y directions, as
chosen in (44). In other words, the incident field must be
properly polarized with respect to the prescribed transmitted
wave [here Eq. (45)]. Figure 7 plots the x-components of the
transmission parameter. The y-components (not shown) are
similar to the x components and rotated by 90˝ with respect
to them.
One next applies the optimization procedure described in
Sec. IV-C to find the approximate complex transmission
and reflection coefficients corresponding to a purely passive
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Fig. 6: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of χxxee , and magnitude (c)
and phase (d) of χyyee for transformation of a normally incident
plane wave into a normally transmitted Bessel wave carrying
orbital angular momentum with topological charge n “ `3.
and lossless metasurface. Figure 8 shows the corresponding
transmission coefficient magnitude. Although the pattern is
nonuniform, its dynamic range is close to zero with T « 1
while the phase of the transmission is the same as in Fig. 7b.
The magnitude null observed at the center of the n “ `3
beam in Fig. 7a is consistent with the fact that a Bessel beam
of nonzero order must exhibit an intensity null at its center
due to its phase singularity at this point. In this example, this
null is due to absorption since the reflected wave is specified
to be zero. However, the magnitude of the approximate trans-
mission coefficient in Fig. 8 is almost one everywhere. In this
scenario, when the approximate transmission and reflection
coefficients are considered, the central null in the intensity of
the transmitted Bessel beam is achieved not through absorption
but through destructive interferences due to azimuthal phase
variation about the center of the metasurface.
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Fig. 7: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of Tx for the problem of
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8: Magnitude of the approximate transmission coefficient
Tx,approx for the problem of Fig. 6.
D. Orbital Angular Momentum Multiplexing
Problem: Synthesize a metasurface independently transform-
ing two normally incident plane waves with orthogonal polar-
izations into two normally incident transmitted Bessel waves
of opposite topological charges, n “ `3 and n “ ´3.
Synthesis: This problem is very similar to that of Sec. V-C,
except that two waves are prescribed instead of one (T “ 2
instead of T “ 1 in Sec. IV). Hence, the number of surface
susceptibility components is 8 instead of 4, and Eq. (22) is
to be used instead of Eq. (9). The electromagnetic fields for
the first set of incident and transmitted waves are the same as
those in Eqs. (44) and (45). For the second set, the polarization
of the incident plane wave is rotated by pi{2 clockwise with
respect to the first incident plane wave, i.e.
Ei2px, yq “ pyˆ ´ xˆq
?
2
2
, (46a)
H i2px, yq “ ´pyˆ ` xˆq
?
2
2η
. (46b)
The expressions for both transmitted Bessel waves remain the
same, as in (45), with n “ `3 and n “ ´3. As in Sec. V-C, the
Bessel waves are assumed to be TEz-polarized and the values
of Ae1 and Ae2 are defined by equating the Poynting vectors
on both sides of the metasurface for the two cases. Figure 9
shows the susceptibility component χxxee , as an illustration of
one of the 8 components given in (22). In this double-wave
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Fig. 9: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of χxxee for a transformation
of two normally incident plane waves with orthogonal polar-
ization into two normally transmitted Bessel waves carrying
orbital angular momentum with topological charges n “ `3
and n “ ´3, respectively.
transformation, the metasurface operates as an orbital angular
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momentum (OAM) multiplexer, where two independent and
orthogonal waves are transmitted in the same direction, with
the same frequency, time and polarization, using two differ-
ent OAM channels. Given its fundamental quadruple wave
transformation capability (Sec. IV-B), the metasurface could
operate, using its 16 transverse susceptibility components, as
a 4 OAM-channel multiplexer.
VI. CONCLUSION
A metasurface synthesis method based on transverse sus-
ceptibility tensors has been introduced. The technique provides
closed-form expressions for selected electric and magnetic sus-
ceptibility components to theoretically treat electromagnetic
transformations where the incident, reflected and transmitted
waves can be specified arbitrarily. The metasurface can be
reflection-less or transmission-less and can have an infinite or
a finite size. Moreover, it has been shown that, by selecting
more transverse susceptibility components, it is possible to
treat several (up to four) sets of independent electromagnetic
transformations with the same metasurface, thus allowing
multi-functionality. As illustrated by the presented examples,
the proposed method can handle, among others, reciprocal
or non-reciprocal electromagnetic transformations, generalized
refraction, polarization rotation, Bessel vortex beam generation
and orbital angular momentum multiplexing. In other words,
the method can be used to perform any electromagnetic trans-
formation, without needing to resort to case-specific synthesis
techniques.
The proposed synthesis method is essentially theoretical at
this stage, and the physical scattering particles that would
correspond to the synthesized ideal susceptibilities might be,
in some cases, practically difficult or even impossible to
realize. However, even in relatively extreme cases, typically
corresponding to fast susceptibility variations in comparison
with the wavelength, the proposed synthesis might be used
as an initial and insightful step of the complete synthesis.
Moreover, if required, one could practically relax some of the
used assumptions, including the zero thickness of the metasur-
face, introducing non-zero longitudinal dipole moments (Pz
and Mz), and allowing more non-zero susceptibility tensor
components. In all cases, more research is required to further
develop the method and to apply it to real metasurfaces. Future
possible developments may include extension to multiple
layers and polychromatic waves.
APPENDIX A
DISTRIBUTION BASED GENERALIZED SHEET TRANSITION
CONDITIONS (GSTCS) [1], [19]
A function fpzq that is discontinuous up to the N th order
at z “ 0 may be expressed in the sense of distributions as
fpzq “ tfpzqu `
Nÿ
k“0
fkδ
pkqpzq. (47)
In this relation, tfpzqu and řNk“0 fkδpkqpzq are the regular
and singular parts of fpzq, respectively. The regular part is
defined for z ‰ 0 in the sense of usual functions as
tfpzqu “ f`pzqUpzq ` f´pzqUp´zq, (48)
where Upxq is the unit step function and f˘pzq denote the
parts of fpzq in the regions z ż 0. The singular part,
defined at z “ 0, is a Taylor-type series, where δpkqpzq is
the kth derivative of the Dirac delta function, and fk is the
corresponding weighting coefficient, which is z-independent.
The function fpzq in (47) represents here any of the
quantities in Maxwell equations. Since these equations involve
spatial derivatives, the question arises as how to compute the
z-derivative of fpzq. Since fk does not depend on z, taking
the z-derivatives of the singular part of (47) only increases the
derivative order of the Dirac delta function, from k to k`1. On
the other hand, the derivative of the regular part, given by (48),
involves the derivative of Up¨q, which may be expressed in the
sense of distributions, in connection with a test function φ, as@
U 1, φ
D “ ´ @U, φ1D “ xδ, φy , (49)
where x¨, ¨y represents the functional inner product. In (49), the
first equality was obtained by integrating by part and taking
into account the fact that φ has a finite support, while the
second equality follows from setting the lower bound of the
integral to zero for eliminating U , using the fact that the
primitive of φ1 is φ, by definition, and again that φ has a
finite support, and finally applying the sifting property of the
Dirac delta function according to which φp0q “ xδ, φy. In
other words, the derivative of the unit step function is the
Dirac delta function. Therefore, using (49), the z-derivative
of (48) is obtained as
d
dz
tfpzqu “  f 1` pzqUpzq ` f 1´ pzqUp´zq(
` rf`p0q ´ f´p0qsδpzq
“  f 1(` rrf ss δpzq,
(50)
where tf 1u (curl bracket term in the second equality) rep-
resents the regular part of the derivative of fpzq, defined at
z ‰ 0, and the term rrf ss (square bracket term in the second
equality) represents the singularity, at z “ 0. Remember
that the unit of δpzq is pzq´1 since ş`8´8 δpzqdz “ 1 is
dimensionless.
Rigorous GSTCs can now be derived using (47) and (50).
The derivation is performed here only for Maxwell-Ampe`re
equation, as the derivations for the other Maxwell equa-
tions are essentially similar. Maxwell-Ampe`re equation in the
monochromatic regime reads
∇ˆH “ J ` jωD. (51)
Expressing H in the form (47) and using the transverse-
longitudinal decomposition ∇ “ ∇‖ ` zˆ BBz transforms the
left-hand side of (51) into
∇ˆH “ ∇‖ ˆ tHu ` zˆ ˆ BBz tHu
`
Nÿ
k“0
∇‖ ˆHkδpkqpzq `
Nÿ
k“0
zˆ ˆ BBzHkδ
pkqpzq.
(52)
In the right-hand side of (52), the second term can be evaluated
using (50) while the derivative in the last term only affects
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the Dirac delta function since Hk does not depend on z.
Therefore, Eq. (52) becomes
∇ˆH “ ∇‖ ˆ tHu ` zˆ ˆ
" B
BzH
*
` zˆ ˆ rrHss δpzq
`
Nÿ
k“0
∇‖ ˆHkδpkqpzq `
Nÿ
k“0
zˆ ˆHkδpk`1qpzq,
(53)
where the first two terms and the last two terms are the regular
and singular parts, respectively.
Substituting (53) along with the (47) expressions of D and
J into (51) finally transforms Maxwell-Ampe`re equation into
∇‖ ˆ tHu ` zˆ ˆ
" B
BzH
*
` zˆ ˆ rrHss δpzq
`
Nÿ
k“0
∇‖ ˆHkδpkqpzq `
Nÿ
k“0
zˆ ˆHkδpk`1qpzq
“ tJpzqu `
Nÿ
k“0
Jkδ
pkqpzq ` jω tDpzqu ` jω
Nÿ
k“0
Dkδ
pkqpzq,
(54)
where tJpzqu is a volume current, measured in (A/m2), while
Jk represents surface currents, measured in (A/m) since the
unit of δpkqpzq is (1/m). One may now equate the terms of the
same discontinuity orders, i.e. of same Dirac derivative orders,
in this equation and in the other three corresponding Maxwell
equations5. The result is, for the terms of order δp0qpzq “ δpzq,
zˆ ˆ rrHss `∇‖ ˆH0 “ J0 ` jωD0, (55a)
zˆ ˆ rrEss `∇‖ ˆE0 “ ´K0 ´ jωB0, (55b)
zˆ ¨ rrDss `∇‖ ¨D0 “ ρ0, (55c)
zˆ ¨ rrBss `∇‖ ¨B0 “ m0, (55d)
and, for the terms of order δpkqpzq with k ě 1,
zˆ ˆHk´1 `∇‖ ˆHk “ Jk ` jωDk, (56a)
zˆ ˆEk´1 `∇‖ ˆEk “ ´Kk ´ jωBk, (56b)
zˆ ¨Dk´1 `∇‖ ¨Dk “ ρk, (56c)
zˆ ¨Bk´1 `∇‖ ¨Bk “ mk. (56d)
Equations (55) are the universal boundary conditions for
monochromatic waves at a planar surface at rest, while
Eqs. (56) are compatibility relations that must to be recur-
sively applied to determine the unknown terms in (55) [19].
Note, letting z Ñ 0 in the regular parts of (55), the pres-
ence of additional terms compared to the case of conven-
tional boundary conditions (e.g. Eq. (55a), where rrHss “
rHpz “ 0`q ´Hpz “ 0´qs and J0 is the sheet surface cur-
rent, includes the additional terms ∇‖ ˆH0 and jωD0).
Let us now specialize to the case of interest: an infinitesimal
sheet discontinuity in free space. This means that the quantities
Jk, Kk, ρk and mk exclusively reside at z “ 0, so that Jk ”
5Rigorously, the Dirac delta function disappears upon integrating over z
terms of equal discontinuity order.
Kk ” ρk ” mk ” 0 for k ě 1, meaning that only the
term k “ 0 survives in the series (47) for these quantities.
However, the situation is different for the fields Ek, Ek, Dk
and Bk, since these fields exist also at z ‰ 0. Strictly, N Ñ
8 for these fields. However, since the discontinuity is purely
concentrated at z “ 0, the Taylor-type series in (47) includes
only a small number of significant terms, and the series can
be safely truncated at some value of N . Choosing some value
for N (e.g. N “ 2), Eqs. (56) may be solved recursively for
k “ N to k “ 1, with Dk “ Ek and Bk “ µHk. This
procedure reduces the compatibility relations to
zˆ ˆH0 “ 0, (57a)
zˆ ˆE0 “ 0, (57b)
zˆ ¨D0 “ 0, (57c)
zˆ ¨B0 “ 0. (57d)
One may now introduce the electric and magnetic polar-
ization densities, P and M, respectively, to account for the
action of the scattering particles forming the metasurface. For
this purpose, the standard constitutive relations D “ E `P
and B “ µpH `Mq are in a form that properly models the
first order surface discontinuity in (55), namely
D0 “ E0 ` P0, (58a)
H0 “ 1
µ
B0 ´M0, (58b)
where P0 and M0 represent the (first-order) electric and
magnetic surface polarization densities, respectively. In the
absence of sources (J0 “ K0 “ ρ0 “ m0 “ 0), substitution
of (58) and application of (57) transforms (55) into
zˆˆrrHss “ jωD0´∇‖ˆH0 “ jωP0,‖`∇‖ˆM0,n, (59a)
zˆˆrrEss “ ´jωB0´∇‖ˆE0 “ ´jωµM0,‖` 1

∇‖ˆP0,n,
(59b)
zˆ ¨ rrDss “ ´∇‖ ¨D0 “ ´∇‖ ¨ P0,‖, (59c)
zˆ ¨ rrBss “ ´∇‖ ¨B0 “ ´µ∇‖ ¨M0,‖, (59d)
where the subscripts ‖ and n denote transverse and normal
components, respectively.
Using the relation ∇‖ ˆ pzˆψq “ ´zˆ ˆ ∇‖ψ and the
difference notation (3), Eqs. (59) finally take the form
zˆ ˆ∆H “ jωP‖ ´ zˆ ˆ∇‖Mz, (60a)
∆E ˆ zˆ “ jωµM‖ ´∇‖
ˆ
Pz

˙
ˆ zˆ, (60b)
zˆ ¨∆D “ ´∇ ¨ P‖, (60c)
zˆ ¨∆B “ ´µ∇ ¨M‖. (60d)
It has been implicitly assumed throughout these derivations
that the metasurface is surrounded by two identical media,
with permittivity and permeability  and µ, respectively. If the
two media are different, then the last two equations of (60)
contain the different media parameters. For instance, in the
third equation, one would have ∆D “ Dt ´ pDi `Drq “
`Et ´ ´pEi ´Erq.
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